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Summary
The study of time-frequency analysis dates as far back as the early 20th century,
when Alfred Haar invented the Haar wavelets (see [11]). Although these were not
signicantly applied to signal processing in particular, this new era of discoveries
impacted the engineering and mathematical worlds. In the 1930s and 1940s, time-
frequency analysis arrived together with the revolutionary concept of quantum
mechanics, thus starting a whole new discipline in signal processing.
One of the mainstream tools to assist us in time-frequency analysis is the con-
tinuous wavelet transform. Unlike the Fourier transform, the continuous wavelet
transform possesses the exibility to construct a time-frequency representation
of a signal that oers desirable time and frequency localization. To recover the
original signal, the inverse continuous wavelet transform can be exploited. The
continuous wavelet transform has been extensively studied in the literature (see,
for instance, [5], [8], [23] and [24]).
In Chapter 1, we state, without proof, some results associated with the ideas
of the continuous wavelet transform. Together with the preliminary results on
window functions and time-frequency windows, these will facilitate an in-depth
discussion of the generalization of the wavelet transform that we are concerned
with in general. Section 1.4 introduces the notion of modulation to wavelets.
We then compare and contrast the changes in the time-frequency windows of the
modulated wavelets with their unmodulated counterparts, and realize that the
former oer a more exible frequency window.
One of the main objectives of this thesis is to revisit the continuous wavelet
iv
vtransform, but with the addition of a modulation term. We name this new trans-
form the time-frequency-scale transform. The modulation term contributes an-
other parameter which we can adjust to our advantage. Motivated by the elegance
of the reconstruction formulas of the continuous wavelet transforms presented in
Section 1.2, we successfully extend the corresponding results with respect to the
time-frequency-scale transform in Chapter 2. We begin our discussion in Section
2.1 with the most general version of the time-frequency-scale transform with no
restriction of the parameters in the time and scale axes. We then restrict the
dilation parameter a by considering only a > 0. Moving on in Section 2.2, we look
at a special class of wavelets called the a-adic wavelets. Lastly, in Section 2.3,
we further discretize the parameters in the time-frequency-scale transform and
consider the resulting collection of functions that forms a frame for L2(R).
To complete the picture, we add in Section 2.4, which takes into account the
reconstruction of a signal by using all three parameters, namely the dilation, trans-
lation and modulation factors, with the help of a weight function (). A detailed
discussion on the continuous version and the various stages of discretization is
included.
Section 2.5 addresses time-frequency-scale transforms with unication of fre-
quency and scale information. With the inter-dependency of the dilation and
modulation parameters, we explore the assumptions required to implement such
a scheme. In particular, we are interested in the relation j =   a j +C, where j
and a j are the modulation and dilation parameters respectively.
Chapter 3 is devoted to devising ways in which we can construct families of
frames using modulated wavelets for an increased eciency in the utility of the
time-frequency-scale transform. Chapter 2 emphasized mainly on following the
changes in the reconstruction formula from a continuous to semi-discrete transi-
tion, whereas in Chapter 3, we venture one step forward and talk about frames.
For a greater generalization, we consider nonstationary frames, which is supported
by the structural setup of frames. In Section 3.1, we derive a general theorem on
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nonstationary time-frequency-scale frames. Instead of just looking at a particular
function to generate a family of frames, we look at how a sequence of functions,
through a strategic use of this theorem, produces dierent families of frames with
diverse properties. Setting the scale parameter to 1 in Section 3.2 allows us to gen-
erate nonstationary Gabor frames. We look at some examples, and, as a special
consequence of taking the sequence of functions to be the same function, derive a
well-known result in Gabor analysis (see [4]). Section 3.3 then provides the setting
for nonstationary wavelet frames by allowing the modulation parameter to take
zero value.
One of the main highlights is the main idea behind Section 3.4. We exper-
iment with the inclusion of all three parameters, time, scale and frequency, in
the construction of our frames. We scrutinize the scenario where we have dier-
ent modulation terms integrated in our functions, and we aim to achieve certain
advantageous properties of the elements of the constructed frame, such as being
real-valued and symmetric. To end o this section, we then present some specic
examples of the sequences of modulation parameters fjgj2Z.
Chapter 1
Preliminaries
In this chapter, we recall some denitions and state, without proof, some the-
orems regarding the continuous wavelet transform. Most of these results can be
found in the literature specializing in wavelets and frames (see, for instance, [3],
[4], [5], [8] and [18]). In particular, the proofs of the results stated in Sections
1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 can be found in [5]. We adopt a systematic approach to present
these statements, following closely what happens as we discretize rst the dilation
parameter and then the translation parameter.
In addition, we will review the concepts of dilation, translation and modulation,
and focus on introducing modulation to wavelets. A section is also dedicated to
frames and some interesting results that are integral to many proofs in the thesis.
This will provide the motivation and also the required tools to spur a discussion
on the construction of frames in Chapter 3.
A combination of Fourier analysis, functional analysis and linear algebra is
essential in fully understanding the concepts of wavelets and frames. References
on those background topics include [15], [20] and [21].
1
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1.1 Window Functions and Time-Frequency Anal-
ysis
Throughout this thesis, we will assume that the signal functions we are working
with are measurable, and thus will automatically satisfy all the conditions shown
in this section. For each p, where 1  p < 1, let Lp(R) denote the class of
measurable functions f on R such that the Lebesgue integral
R1
 1 jf(t)jpdt is nite.







is a Banach space, or a complete normed space. For the case where p = 2, we





With this inner product, the Banach space L2(R) becomes a Hilbert space, which
is a complete inner product space.
Now we introduce the Fourier transform, which is one of our main tools
throughout the thesis. Let f 2 L1(R). Then the Fourier transform of f is dened
by bf(!) := Z 1
 1
e i!tf(t)dt; ! 2 R:
By a standard density argument (see, for instance, [5]), the Fourier transform is
extended from L1(R) \ L2(R) to L2(R).
Going straight into the concept of wavelet transforms, we start o by intro-
ducing what a window function is.
Denition 1.1.1. Let  2 L2(R) be a nontrivial function. If t (t) 2 L2(R), then
 is called a window function.
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Proposition 1.1.2. Any window function  satises jtj 12 (t) 2 L2(R) and  2
L1(R).
Proposition 1.1.2 shows that any window function lies in both L1(R) and L2(R).
It also enables us to dene the center and radius of a window function.
Denition 1.1.3. For any window function  2 L2(R), we dene its center,







4( ) := 1k k2
Z 1
 1




In wavelet analysis, the notions of translation and dilation play a central role.
More precisely, we consider the following formulation.
Denition 1.1.4. For any window function  2 L2(R) and a; b 2 R, a 6= 0, we
dene the translation and dilation of the function as





; t 2 R: (1.1)
We say that the original function  has been translated by b and dilated by a.
With these denitions in mind, let us now investigate the relationship between
the centers and radii of  and those of  b;a.
Proposition 1.1.5. Let  2 L2(R) be a window function. If the center and
radius of the window function  are given by ( ) and 4( ) respectively, then
the function  b;a, where a; b 2 R and a 6= 0, is a window function whose center is
b+ a( ) and radius is jaj4( ).
Proposition 1.1.6. Let  2 L2(R) and suppose that b is a window function.
If the center and radius of the window function b are given by ( b ) and 4( b )
respectively, then the function d b;a, where a; b 2 R and a 6= 0, is a window function
whose center is (
b )
a
and radius is 1jaj4( b ).
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We note that the time-frequency window of the function  is not arbitrarily
exible in the sense that the centers of the window depend on the dilation term
and also the window function used. For example, if we encounter a signal with
varying frequencies, it is hard to analyze the signal because in order to change the
center of the frequency window, we would have to vary the window function used,
or even consider using multiple window functions. There are many ways to tackle
this problem, and the technique we employ will be emphasized in Section 1.4,
where we will introduce a modulation term to the window function in question.
In this way, the center of the window function can be adjusted accordingly when
the need arises.
1.2 Wavelet Transforms
In this section, we discuss what wavelet transforms are, and also review the
various reconstruction formulas associated with the wavelet transform values.
1.2.1 Continuous Transforms
Before we attempt to understand fully the function of the wavelet transform,
let us familiarize ourselves with some basic denitions. It is known that the Fourier
transform alone is not sucient in extracting instantaneous spectral information
from a signal. The continuous wavelet transform addresses this deciency by
providing time-scale information of the signal.
Denition 1.2.1. A nontrivial function  2 L2(R) is called a basic wavelet or





j!j d! <1: (1.2)
We observe that by Denition 1.1.1, Proposition 1.1.2 and Denition 1.2.1, all
mother wavelets are in the function space L1(R) \ L2(R), and they satisfy what
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is required for them to be window functions. We investigate how this wavelet
interacts with the signal in the continuous wavelet transform.
Denition 1.2.2. Let  2 L2(R) be a mother wavelet. The continuous wavelet
transform relative to  of f 2 L2(R) is dened as








dt; a; b 2 R; a 6= 0: (1.3)
We have constructed a family of wavelets in this way, by translations and dila-
tions. We shall see in the later sections how these operations aect the properties
of the wavelet.
The formula of the continuous wavelet transform can be written in terms of
the inner product of f and the function  b;a dened in (1.1).
Proposition 1.2.3. Let  2 L2(R) be a mother wavelet, f 2 L2(R). Then for
a; b 2 R and a 6= 0, (W f)(b; a) as dened in (1.3) can be written as (W f)(b; a) =
hf;  b;ai, where  b;a is dened in (1.1).
An important question in practice is whether a signal can be recovered from
the values (W f)(b; a), a; b 2 R, a 6= 0. The following theorem shows that not
only is this possible, but there is an explicit reconstruction formula.
Theorem 1.2.4. Let  2 L2(R) be a mother wavelet which denes a continuous





(W f)(b; a)(W g)(b; a)
i da
a2
db = C hf; gi
for all f; g 2 L2(R). In addition, for f 2 L2(R),






[(W f)(b; a)h b;a; gi] da
a2
db (1.4)
for all g 2 L2(R), where  b;a is dened by (1.1) and C by (1.2), which means














To employ the reconstruction formula (1.4), a good choice of the function g
would be the family of Gaussian functions at varying scales.









4 ; x 2 R: (1.5)










[(W f)(b; a)h b;a; g(   x)i] da
a2
db:
In signal analysis, we are only interested in the positive scale. Restricting
ourselves to a > 0, we see that Theorem 1.2.4 still applies, but with a little













Theorem 1.2.6. Let  2 L2(R) be a mother wavelet which satises (1.6) and












for all f; g 2 L2(R). In addition, for f 2 L2(R),






[(W f)(b; a)h b;a; gi] da
a2
db
for all g 2 L2(R), where  b;a is dened by (1.1) and C is as dened in (1.6),















In the previous sub-section, we worked with the premise that the frequency !,
and thus the scale a, can take any value in the frequency axis. In this sub-section,
we begin to discretize, or partition this frequency axis into disjoint intervals. We
consider a certain type of partitions by taking a = a j0 , where a0  1. For
convenience, we will refer to a0 simply as a throughout this thesis.
Denition 1.2.7. A function  2 L2(R) is called an a-adic wavelet, where




j b (a j!)j2  B a:e: (1.7)
The condition (1.7) is called the stability condition imposed on the mother
wavelet  . When a = 2, the mother wavelet is called a dyadic wavelet.
By taking the dilation term to be a j for some a  1 in (1.3), the new wavelet
transform, known as the \normalized" continuous wavelet transform, takes the
form









The next two results provide information on a-adic wavelets   that can be
used in the reconstruction formula for the semi-discrete setting on hand.
Theorem 1.2.8. For any a-adic wavelet  2 L2(R), by dening the function
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  2 L2(R), via its Fourier transform, as
c (!) := b (!)P1
k= 1 j b (a k!)j2 ; (1.9)







j (aj(x  b))]db a:e:
Theorem 1.2.9. Let  2 L2(R) be an a-adic wavelet. Then the function  ,






jc (a j!)j2  1
A
a:e:
As   is instrumental in the reconstruction formula for the semi-discrete
wavelet transform based on  , it is an a-adic dual of  . This notion of dual is
made precise below.
Denition 1.2.10. A function e 2 L2(R) is called an a-adic dual of an a-adic















2 (W f)(b; a
 j) e (aj(x  b))]db a:e:
We end o this section with a theorem which narrows down which a-adic duals
can be used in the recovery of the original function f .
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Then e is an a-adic dual of  if and only if the following identity is satised:
1X
j= 1
b (a j!)be (a j!) = 1 a:e: (1.10)
Over here, we realize that a-adic duals are not necessarily unique. By taking e 
to be   as dened in (1.9), it follows from Theorem 1.2.8 that   is a candidate
of an a-adic dual of  .
1.3 Frames for L2(R)
Frames were rst introduced in 1952 by Dun and Schaeer in [9] as a tool
to study nonharmonic Fourier series (see also [3] and [27]). However, it was only
close to the late twentieth century that mathematicians saw how frames played
an important role in the study of wavelet analysis.
In this section, we review some denitions and results about frames and frame
operators, and then go on to explore the properties of a particular type of frame
which is constructed by the further discretization of the translation parameter.
Denition 1.3.1. Let fk 2 L2(R) for all k 2 Z. Then ffkgk2Z is said to be a




jhf; fkij2  Bkfk22; f 2 L2(R);
for some 0 < A  B < 1. The constants A and B are called frame bounds.
Furthermore, if A = B, then the frame is called a tight frame.
Unlike bases, a frame ffkgk2Z may contain redundancy. In particular, an
orthonormal basis is an example of a tight frame, but there are tight frames which
are not orthonormal bases.
If the family ffkgk2Z is a frame, then the frame operator dened on L2(R)





hf; fkifk; f 2 L2(R): (1.11)




hf; S 1fkifk; f 2 L2(R);
a fact that makes frames very attractive in signal processing.
The frames we are working with are a particular type of a-adic wavelets. We
only take into account certain values of b to increase computational eciency. We




b0; j; k 2 Z;
where b0 is a xed positive constant. We then introduce the new notation
 b0j;k(t) :=  bj;k;a j(t); t 2 R; (1.12)
where  b;a is dened in (1.1). Then (1.12) becomes













; t 2 R;
where we have taken the discrete dilation term to be a j for some a  1, j 2 Z.
In [16] and [17], Mallat introduced the notion of orthonormal wavelets which
comprise such functions with a = 2 and b0 = 1. Here, we are concerned with the
more general setup of f b0j;kgj;k2Z being a frame.
Denition 1.3.2. Let  2 L2(R). Then  is said to generate a frame f b0j;kgj;k2Z






jhf;  b0j;kij2  Bkfk22; f 2 L2(R);
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for some 0 < A  B <1.
This is the so-called stability condition. As in (1.11), we may write down the
formula of the associated frame operator.
Denition 1.3.3. Let f b0j;kgj;k2Z be a frame for L2(R) as dened in (1.12). The






hf;  b0j;ki b0j;k; f 2 L2(R);
is called the frame operator associated with f b0j;kgj;k2Z.
Similar to the continuous and semi-discrete cases, one would be interested in a
reconstruction formula for this frame setup. It turns out that the frame operator
plays a central role in the recovery result below.
Theorem 1.3.4. Each f 2 L2(R) can be reconstructed from its frame coecients
hf;  b0j;ki, j; k 2 Z, by applying the transformation












hf;  b0j;kiS 1 b0j;k:









EDg b0j;k; gE ; f; g 2 L2(R):
Before we derive an additional result on frames that we need in the thesis, let
us familiarize ourselves with three important operators which are well known in
signal processing.
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Denition 1.3.5. For a; b;  2 R and a 6= 0, we dene themodulation operator
E : L
2(R) ! L2(R), the translation operator Tb : L2(R) ! L2(R) and the
dilation operator Da : L
2(R)! L2(R) as
Ef(t) := e
itf(t); t 2 R;
Tbf(t) := f(t  b); t 2 R;
and





; t 2 R;
where f 2 L2(R).
The following propositions pertaining to the operators will be useful for our
subsequent study.
Proposition 1.3.6. Given j 2 R, j 2 Z, b 2 Z and  2 L2(R), the following
are equivalent:
(i) fEjTkb gj;k2Z forms a frame for L2(R).
(ii) fTkbEj gj;k2Z forms a frame for L2(R).
(iii) fEkbTj b gj;k2Z forms a frame for L2(R).
(iv) fTjEkb b gj;k2Z forms a frame for L2(R).
Proof. We rst show that (i) holds if and only if (ii) holds. Observe that for all
b;  2 R,
TbEf(t) = Tb(e
itf(t)) = ei(t b)f(t  b) = e ibeitf(t  b) = e ibETbf(t):
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As a result, if one of the collections fTkbEj gj;k2Z or fEjTkb gj;k2Z is a frame,
then the other is automatically a frame. Furthermore, both collections have the
same frame bounds. The argument to show that (iii) holds if and only if (iv) holds
is similar.
What is left for us to prove is that (ii) holds if and only if (iii) holds. Observe





















= e i!kb b (!   j) = E kbTj b (!):
Now, if fTkbEj gj;k2Z forms a frame for L2(R), then there exist 0 < A  B <1






jhf; TkbEj ij2  Bkfk22:
By utilizing Parseval's Identity on each term in the above, we then have the
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relation that for all bf 2 L2(R),
A
2






jh bf; E kbTj b ij2  B2k bfk22:






jhg; EkbTj b ij2  2Bkgk22
for all g 2 L2(R), which shows that fEkbTj b gj;k2Z forms a frame for L2(R). The
converse is similar and this establishes the equivalence of (ii) and (iii).
1.4 Introducing Modulation to Wavelets
Now, we introduce the concept of wavelets with modulation, and discuss in
detail the advantages of employing such wavelets in the wavelet transform.
Denition 1.4.1. For any window function  2 L2(R), we dene wavelets with
modulation by





; t 2 R; (1.13)
and









; t 2 R; (1.14)
where a; b;  2 R and a 6= 0.
Note that there is quite a big dierence between these two functions. The order
of the modulation, dilation and translation operators will aect their properties,
as we will see later in this section. In particular, we will be interested in the
time-frequency windows derived from these modulated functions. Throughout the
thesis, we will not be using the operators to represent these functions, rather we
will show them in their explicit forms for ease of calculations and derivations.
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We now compute the center and radii of the two functions, using the formulas
in Denition 1.1.3.
Proposition 1.4.2. Let  2 L2(R) be a window function. For a; b;  2 R and
a 6= 0, if the center and radius of the window function  b;a as dened in (1.1) are
given by ( b;a) and 4( b;a) respectively, then each of the functions  b;a; and  b;a
is a window function whose center is ( b;a) and radius is 4( b;a).











2 dt = k b;ak22 <1:
Similarly, kt b;a;(t)k22 = kt b;a(t)k22 < 1 and so  b;a; is a window function. For
























2 dt = ( b;a):
Next, we look at the radius. By the denition of the radius of a window function,
4( b;a;) = 1k b;a;k2
Z 1
 1




Using our derivations above, this gives




















Similar calculations show that the center and radius of the function  b;a dened
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by (1.14) are also equal to ( b;a) and 4( b;a) respectively.
The above calculations show that the centers and radii of both the functions
 b;a and  b;a; tally with each other. But what happens if we consider the Fourier
transform of the two functions? What conclusion will we have? This is what we
will explore next.
Let us start o by seeing how the Fourier transform of  b;a and  b;a; look
like, and then compute the centers and radii of these resultant functions. By the
















jaj  12 e i(! )(b+at0) (t0)jajdt0 = jaj 12 e i(! )b b (a!   a): (1.15)
Likewise, we obtain the expression
d b;a(!) = jaj 12 e i!b b (a!   ):
Now we state and prove a proposition pertaining to the centers and radii of
the Fourier transforms of the functions  b;a; and  

b;a.
Proposition 1.4.3. Let  2 L2(R) and suppose that b is a window function.
If the center and radius of the window function b are given by ( b ) and 4( b )
respectively, then for a; b;  2 R and a 6= 0, the function [ b;a;, is a window
function whose center is 1
a
( b ) +  and radius is 1jaj4( b ), while the function d b;a
is a window function whose center is 1
a
( b ) + 
a
and radius is 1jaj4( b ).




j[ b;a;(!)j2d! = jaj
Z 1
 1
je i(! )b b (a!   a)j2d!:
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We then let !0 = a!   a, and see that
k[ b;a;k22 = jaj
Z 1
 1
j b (!0)j2 1jajd!0 = kb k22:
Similarly, since b is a window function, it follows from Proposition 1.1.2 that
![ b;a;(!) 2 L2(R) and so [ b;a; is also a window function. For the center and























jajj b (!0)j2 1jajd!0 = 1a( b ) + :
In addition,
4([ b;a;) = 1k[ b;a;k2
Z 1
 1



























(!0   ( b ))2j b (!0)j2d!0 12 = 1jaj4( b ):
This gives the result on the center and radius of the window function[ b;a;.
Similar calculations show that d b;a is also a window function with center
1
a
( b ) + 
a
and radius 1jaj4( b ).
Adopting the idea of modulation allows us to vary the modulation term 
to suit our needs in time-frequency analysis. For example, if we have a signal
with very high frequencies that we would like to analyze with a small frequency
window (given by a large value of jaj), we can adjust the center of the frequency
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window by choosing a suitable value of . The  term which appears in ([ b;a;)
is independent of the dilation and the translation parameters, and thus we do not
need to change the wavelet or the dilation term to adjust the frequency window.
A comparison of Propositions 1.4.2 and 1.4.3 tells us that we have more freedom
in tweaking the center of the frequency window if we utilize the function  b;a;.
Indeed, the center of [ b;a; is 1a( b ) +  while that of d b;a is 1a( b ) + a . In the
latter, the  term is divided by the dilation parameter a, which is more restrictive
from this perspective. Nevertheless, we will still be concerned with both functions
as each variation has its pros and cons with respect to dierent objectives.
In Chapter 2, we will study in detail the function  b;a; and the role it plays
in time-frequency-scale transforms. While the function  b;a is less exible in the
time-frequency window, it ts nicely in the construction of frames with desirable
properties like being real-valued and symmetric, which we will be discussing in
Section 3.4.
Chapter 2
From Continuous to Discrete
Time-Frequency-Scale Transforms
Here we revisit the properties and results of the continuous and discrete wavelet
transforms, but from the perspective of wavelets with modulation. We explore
how the modulation term contributes to the statements of the theorems, and also
present additional restrictions or assumptions, if any.
The whole idea of integrating a modulation term into the wavelet transform
was intensively studied by Bruno Torresani in [25]. Further study regarding the
uncertainty principle in terms of the ane Weyl-Heisenberg group has also been
carried out in [22]. In [25], he discussed how the properties of the Weyl-Heisenberg
group and ane group generated by modulations, translations and dilations could
help in the analysis and reconstruction of signals. Ron and Shen also discussed
about Weyl-Heisenberg systems and their links with Riesz bases in the higher
dimension (see [19]), as did Torresani in another paper [13]. The approach taken
in [25] was from an algebraic point of view. Our goal here is to compare and
contrast the results we have through an analytic approach.
As the title of the chapter suggests, this part of the thesis is organized as
follows. First, we will see what happens when we extract continuous information
from both the translation and dilation parameters. Then, we will slowly discretize
19
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the parameters one by one in a strategic and ecient way, until we arrive at the
fully discrete case of frames.
2.1 Continuous Transforms
First, we introduce the time-frequency-scale transform which is essentially the
continuous wavelet transform incorporating a modulation term.
Denition 2.1.1. Let  2 L2(R) be a mother wavelet. The time-frequency
scale transform relative to  of f 2 L2(R) is dened as








dt; a; b;  2 R; a 6= 0: (2.1)
In Denition 2.1.1 and throughout this thesis, the parameters b, a and  rep-
resent the time, scale and frequency parameters respectively.
For xed a; b;  2 R and a 6= 0, the function (V f)(b; a; ) is well dened.
Indeed, by the Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality,
(V f)(b; a; )  kfk2k b;ak2 <1:
Note that we need  to be a mother wavelet, that is, it satises Denition 1.2.1
for the subsequent reconstruction formulas to make sense.
Proposition 2.1.2. Let  2 L2(R) be a mother wavelet, f 2 L2(R). Then
for a; b;  2 R and a 6= 0, (V f)(b; a; ) dened by (2.1) can be written as
(V f)(b; a; ) = hf;  b;a;i, where





; t 2 R: (2.2)
Proof. Observe that








dt = hf;  b;a;i:
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Comparing Proposition 2.1.2 with Proposition 1.2.3, the continuous wavelet
transform is (W f)(b; a) = hf;  b;ai whereas the continuous time-frequency-scale
transform is (V f)(b; a; ) = hf;  b;a;i. In fact, the two transforms are very closely
related in the sense that (V f)(b; a; 0) = (W f)(b; a). More generally,













Continuous wavelet transforms have been very widely studied by mathemati-
cians and many literature showcase the advantages of using such a transform (see,
for instance, [14], [23], [24] and [26]). We have seen several nice reconstruction
theorems based on wavelet transforms in Chapter 1, but in the absence of an ad-
ditional modulation term. A natural question to ask is how we can integrate such
a term into these theorems to our advantage.
Theorem 2.1.3. Let  2 L2(R) be a mother wavelet which denes a continuous





(V f)(b; a; )(V g)(b; a; )
i da
a2
db = C hf; gi (2.4)
for all f; g 2 L2(R). In addition, for f 2 L2(R),






[(V f)(b; a; )h b;a;; gi] da
a2
db (2.5)














Proof. As noted in (2.3), for f 2 L2(R), (V f)(b; a; ) = (W (f()e i)) (b; a).
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(b; a)(W (g()e i)) (b; a)da
a2
db
= C hf()e i; g()e ii = C hf; gi:
By Proposition 2.1.2,
(V g)(b; a; ) = hg;  b;a;i = h b;a;; gi:
This implies that






[(V f)(b; a; )h b;a;; gi] da
a2
db:
Next in line is the use of Gaussian functions in the extraction of the signal
function. The properties of convolution with the family of Gaussian functions in
Corollary 1.2.5 are immensely important in the proof of the following corollary.
Corollary 2.1.4. Consider the family of Gaussian functions g;  > 0, dened











[(V f)(b; a; )h b;a:; g(   x)i] da
a2
db:
Proof. Take any x 2 R at which f is continuous. By setting g(t) = g(t   x) in
(2.5) in Theorem 2.1.3, we have






[(V f)(b; a; )h b;a;; g(   x)i] da
a2
db: (2.6)








f(t)g(t  x)dt = lim
!0+
(f  g)(x) = f(x);
the result follows.
So far, we have assumed that the parameter a in the continuous time-frequency-
scale transform in (2.1) takes all nonzero real values. However in the investigation
of real-life signals, we are only interested in positive values of a. Consequently,
there is a problem of reconstructing a signal f based on the values of (V f)(b; a; )
for a > 0. To this end, similar to handling the analogous problem for the contin-
uous wavelet transform in Theorem 1.2.6, we impose the same condition on the












Note that the niteness of the admissibility condition as dened in (1.2) ensures
that these integrals are well dened.
With the necessary tools on hand, we are ready to readdress the theorem, but
concentrating only on the positive scale.
Theorem 2.1.5. Let  2 L2(R) be a mother wavelet which satises (1.6) and











C hf; gi (2.7)
for all f; g 2 L2(R). In addition, for f 2 L2(R),






[(V f)(b; a; )h b;a;; gi] da
a2
db (2.8)
for all g 2 L2(R), where  b;a; is dened by (2.2) and C by (1.6), which means
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Proof. Recall from (2.3) that for f 2 L2(R),























by Theorem 1.2.6. The rst part of the theorem then follows from the fact that
1
2
C hf()e i; g()e ii = 1
2
C hf; gi:
The proof of the second part of the theorem is similar to that of Theorem 2.1.3.
2.2 Semi-Discrete Transforms
In this section, we discretize a strategically, similar to the way we described in
Chapter 1. We rst dene what a normalized time-frequency-scale transform is,
and then introduce an a-adic wavelet for the purpose of signal reconstruction.
By taking the dilation factor to be a j, j 2 Z, for some a  1 in (2.1), the
resulting transform, known as the \normalized" time-frequency-scale transform,
takes the form










It turns out that the recovery of f from the values (V  j f)(b; ), b;  2 R, is provided
by the notions of a-adic wavelets and a-adic duals in Denition 1.2.7 and Theorem
1.2.8.
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Theorem 2.2.1. For any a-adic wavelet  2 L2(R), by dening an a-adic wavelet
  2 L2(R), via its Fourier transform, as
c (!) := b (!)P1
k= 1 j b (a k!)j2 ;






(V  j f)(b; )[a
jeix (aj(x  b))]db a:e:;
where  2 R is xed.
Proof. We know from Theorem 1.2.8 that for any a-adic wavelet  2 L2(R), by







j (aj(x  b))]db a:e:
Fix  2 R. We replace f with the function f()e i in the above relation and see






















2 (V f)(b; a
 j; )[aj (aj(x  b))]db:








2 (V f)(b; a
 j; )[ajeix (aj(x  b))]db a:e:;
and the result follows from (2.9).
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Note that we have not mentioned anything about the uniqueness of the a-adic
dual. As expected from the discussions in Chapter 1, we would think that this is
not the only candidate available. What we are presenting here is just one of the
many possibilities that can work hand in hand with the original a-adic wavelet.
We emphasize that any a-adic dual will lead to a recovery formula. We have seen
in Theorem 1.2.11 that as long as the a-adic dual satises (1.10), it is suitable to
be an a-adic dual of the original mother wavelet. By similar arguments as above,






(V  j f)(b; )[a
jeix e (aj(x  b))]db
almost everywhere.
2.3 Discrete Transforms: Frames
Last, but not least, we look at a special a-adic wavelet, which constitutes a
frame. This section will dier from the original results in Chapter 1, because the
addition of a modulation term introduces certain new aspects of the dual frame.
In addition, we have to take care of the frame operators with respect to dierent
families of frames.
We start o by highlighting the link between two dierent frame operators.
Proposition 2.3.1. Suppose that for some 0 2 R, f bj;k;a j ;0gj;k2Z forms a frame
for L2(R). Then for every  2 R, f bj;k;a j ;gj;k2Z also forms a frame for L2(R)
with the same frame bounds. Moreover, if S0 and S are the frame operators with
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Proof. Given 0 2 R, we rst work out that

















= ei( 0)t bj;k;a j ;0(t):
Since we know that f bj;k;a j ;0gj;k2Z forms a frame for L2(R), we have the relation






jhf;  bj;k;a j ;0ij2  Bkfk22; f 2 L2(R):






jhf()e i( 0);  bj;k;a j ;0ij2  Bkf()e i( 0)k22:





















= hf;  bj;k;a j ;i;






jhf;  bj;k;a j ;ij2  Bkfk22;
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proving that for any  2 R, f bj;k;a j ;gj;k2Z also forms a frame for L2(R) with the
same frame bounds A and B.
We now go on to prove the second part of the proposition. By the denition






hf;  bj;k;a j ;0i bj;k;a j ;0 :






hf;  bj;k;a j ;i bj;k;a j ;: (2.10)
















































hf;  bj;k;a j ;0i bj;k;a j ;:
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hf;  bj;k;a j ;0ie i( 0)eia
j
2 








hf;  bj;k;a j ;0iei0a
j
2 








hf;  bj;k;a j ;0i bj;k;a j ;0 = S0f:







Note that we can obtain S by pre- and post-multiplying S0 with the unitary
operators E 0 and E

 0 respectively.
Corollary 2.3.2. Let  2 L2(R). If  generates a frame f b0j;kgj;k2Z for L2(R)
where  b0j;k is dened by (1.12), then for every  2 R,  also generates a frame
f bj;k;a j ;gj;k2Z for L2(R) with the same frame bounds.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the above proposition. Since  b0j;k =
 bj;k;a j ;0 where bj;k =
k
aj
b0, we simply take 0 = 0 in the proposition.
Now we look at the reconstruction of signals with the help of the frame oper-
ators.
Theorem 2.3.3. For any xed  2 R, each f 2 L2(R) can be reconstructed from
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its frame coecients hf;  bj;k;a j ;i, j; k 2 Z, by applying the transformation














hf;  bj;k;a j ;iS 1  bj;k;a j ;:
In addition, by setting
^ bj;k;a j ; := S
 1








f;  bj;k;a j ;
ED
^ bj;k;a j ;; g
E
; f; g 2 L2(R):
The proof is a straightforward application of the denition of frame operators,
and will not be presented here.
Next, we investigate the relationship between the two duals
^ bj;k;a j ; := S
 1
  bj;k;a j ;; j; k 2 Z;
and
^ bj;k;a j ;0 := S
 1
0
 bj;k;a j ;0 ; j; k 2 Z:
We know from Proposition 2.3.1 that S = E 0S0E

 0 . We also know from
the proof of the same proposition that  bj;k;a j ;(t) = e
i( 0)t bj;k;a j ;0(t) and so
 bj;k;a j ;0(t) = e
 i( 0)t bj;k;a j ;(t) = E

 0 bj;k;a j ;(t). Further,
^ bj;k;a j ; = S
 1














= E 0 ^ bj;k;a j ;0 :
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So we see that the two duals dier from each other by a modulation term, just
like the original two frame systems.
2.4 Reconstruction from Time-Frequency-Scale
Information
In the previous sections, the recovery and inversion formulas are based on
only two out of the three parameters, namely the time and scale parameters,
while xing the modulation parameter. In this section, we introduce a \weight
function"  2 L1(R) such that () > 0 for every  2 R. This allows us to include
the modulation parameter in the recovery process.
One of the advantages of introducing such a weight function is to minimize
the eects (if any) of any corrupted parameter. For example, if the information
obtained from the time parameter is compromised in the extraction process, we
increase the weight of the uncorrupted information from the modulation parameter
through the weight function .
In this sense, we are fully using all three parameters in the recovery process,
as compared to only using two out of the three parameters. In the paper [25], the
author also discussed about the possibility of introducing a weight function in the
calculations.
2.4.1 Continuous Transforms
In this section, we explore what happens when we adopt the concept of a
weight function in the theorems we have established, starting with the continuous
transforms.
Theorem 2.4.1. Let  2 L2(R) be a mother wavelet which denes a continuous
time-frequency-scale transform V . Then for any  2 L1(R) such that () > 0,
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(V f)(b; a; )(V g)(b; a; )
i da
a2
db()d = C kk1hf; gi (2.11)
for all f; g 2 L2(R). In addition, for f 2 L2(R),








[(V f)(b; a; )h b;a;; gi] da
a2
db()d (2.12)






















(V f)(b; a; )(V g)(b; a; )
i da
a2
db = C hf; gi








(V f)(b; a; )(V g)(b; a; )
i da
a2




which gives (2.11). Similarly, (2.12) follows from (2.5).
Corollary 2.4.2. Consider the family of Gaussian functions g;  > 0, dened
by (1.5). Let  2 L1(R) such that () > 0 for all  2 R. Then for any x 2 R at










[(V f)(b; a; )h b;a:; g(   x)i] da
a2
db()d:
Proof. Once again, we adopt the strategy of integrating both sides with respect
to ()d to (2.6) in the proof of Corollary 2.1.4. By setting g(t) = g(t   x) in
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(2.12) in Theorem 2.4.1, we have


















f(t)g(t  x)dt = lim
!0+
(f  g)(x) = f(x);
we arrive at the conclusion.
Theorem 2.4.3. Let  2 L2(R) be a mother wavelet which satises (1.6) and
denes a continuous time-frequency-scale transform V . Let  2 L1(R) such that














C kk1hf; gi (2.13)
for all f; g 2 L2(R). In addition, for f 2 L2(R),








[(V f)(b; a; )h b;a;; gi] da
a2
db()d (2.14)
















Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.4.1. Here we employ (2.7) and
(2.8) in Theorem 2.1.5, which gives (2.13) and (2.14).
A possible extension to the theorems presented above is shown below. By
considering a probability space 
  R with the probability measure P , we have
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(V f)(b; a; )(V g)(b; a; )
i da
a2
db dP() = C hf; gi:
Furthermore, if we let P be an absolutely continuous measure with respect to the
Lebesgue measure, that is, P() = ()kk1 , where  2 L1(R) and () > 0 for all
 2 R, we have the result in Theorem 2.4.1. Lastly, we also note that another
possibility of extending these theorems is to take P as the counting measure.
2.4.2 Semi-Discrete Transforms
Once again, we adopt the same framework as before, looking at how a-adic
wavelets with a weight function can help us in the reconstruction of signals.
Theorem 2.4.4. For any a-adic wavelet  2 L2(R), by dening an a-adic wavelet
  2 L2(R), via its Fourier transform, as
c (!) := b (!)P1
k= 1 j b (a k!)j2 ;










(V  j f)(b; )[a
jeix (aj(x  b))]db()d a:e:;
where  2 L1(R) is a xed function satisfying () > 0,  2 R.
Proof. We employ Theorem 2.2.1 from the previous section, which states that






(V  j f)(b; )[a
jeix (aj(x  b))]db a:e:;
where  2 R is xed. We integrate throughout by ()d, and come to the










(V  j f)(b; )[a
jeix (aj(x  b))]db()d;
which proves the theorem.
2.4.3 Discrete Transforms: Frames
In this section, we are able to extract more results pertaining to the behavior
of the frames as aected by the introduction of the weight function. We also
discretize the weight function accordingly, since we are now in the realm of discrete
calculations.
Proposition 2.4.5. Let  2 L2(R). Suppose that f b0j;kgj;k2Z, dened in (1.12),
forms a frame with frame bounds A and B, where 0 < A  B <1. Let fngn2Z be
a positive sequence in `1(Z), that is,
P
n2Z jnj <1. Then for any real sequence
fngn2Z,
fpn bj;k;a j ;ngj;k;n2Z
forms a frame with frame bounds Akfngn2Zk`1 and Bkfngn2Zk`1.
Proof. By Corollary 2.3.2, we know that if f b0j;kg forms a frame with frame bounds
A and B, then for every n 2 Z, f bj;k;a j ;ngj;k2Z also forms a frame with the same






jhf;  bj;k;a j ;nij2  Bkfk22; f 2 L2(R):
Multiplying the above equation throughout by n and summing the resultant
relation over n, we have







jhf;pn bj;k;a j ;nij2  B kfngn2Zk`1 kfk22
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for all f 2 L2(R).
Remark 2.4.6. One way to obtain a positive sequence fngn2Z in `1(Z) is to take
a function  2 L1(R) satisfying () > 0,  2 R, and then set
n := (n) with n = n0
for some 0 > 0. Then
P1
n= 1 (n) < 1 whenever
R1
 1 ()d < 1, after
imposing appropriate conditions on .
Lastly, we look at dual frames and the reconstruction formula.
Theorem 2.4.7. For every  2 R, let f bj;k;a j ;gj;k2Z be a frame for L2(R) with
frame operator S, and set
^ bj;k;a j ; := S
 1
  bj;k;a j ;; j; k 2 Z:
Then for a positive sequence fngn2Z in `1(Z) and any real sequence fngn2Z,












n ^ bj;k;a j ;n ; g
E
for every f; g 2 L2(R).
Proof. We know from Theorem 2.3.3 that for a xed n 2 Z, we can write the inner







f;  bj;k;a j ;n
ED
^ bj;k;a j ;n ; g
E
:











n ^ bj;k;a j ;n ; g
E
:
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n ^ bj;k;a j ;n ; g
E
:
2.5 Transforms with Unication of Frequency and
Scale Information
So far we have deduced many modied general theorems from well-known
results in wavelet analysis. Another facet of the introduction of the modulation
term leads to the question of whether one can integrate the modulation parameter
into another available parameter. In this chapter, we explore the possibilities of
such an idea, and list out all the new stability conditions and assumptions that
are required for the implementation of such a scheme. Throughout this chapter,
we will x a relationship between  and a, and we see that discretization from the
continuous scenario will still give stability.
Torresani mentioned in [25] that one of the more important issues to take
note of when considering such a relation is the niteness of the integral in the
admissibility condition. The notion of interdependent parameters will inevitably
bring about the question of whether the integral converges with the new workings
that arise. We shall thus embark on the task of answering such queries as we move
along from the continuous to the discrete framework.
2.5.1 Continuous Transforms
We rst look at the continuous wavelet transforms, and divide this section into
two main portions, namely when the modulation parameter is a function of the
scale parameter, and then vice versa.
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We now restate the reconstruction theorem as inspired by Theorem 2.1.3, this
time with a new admissibility condition as given below.





jy   jdy <1; (2.15)


















db = C ;hf; gi
for all f; g 2 L2(R). In addition, for f 2 L2(R),



















for all g 2 L2(R), where  b;a; 
a





















Proof. We rst let  =  
a
+ C. Then
































Continuing, we then let '(t) := e it (t) and thus b'(!) = b (! + ). Observing
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that jaj  12'   t b
a



















By a similar argument,




















a W'(f()e iC)(b; a)e iba W'(g()e iC)(b; a)da
a2
db
= C'hf()e iC; g()e iCi = C'hf; gi

















!    d! = C ; <1:
One may wonder how we arrived at the relation  =  
a
+C. To explain this,



















j b (ax  a)j2
jaj dadx: (2.17)
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We now consider the term j
b (ax a(a))j2
jaj . The rest of the proof requires it to be
converted into another term which is independent of x. As such, xing x 2 R, we
let y = ax  a(a). Then
dy
da
= x  a0(a)  (a) = y
a




Our aim is to solve for possible candidates of  that enable the substitution to go






for some  2 R. Solving this dierential equation using the method of separation












+ C; ;C 2 R:
We now carry on to prove a result similar to Theorem 2.5.1, but with the
dependency of a and  interchanged.
Corollary 2.5.2. Let ;C 2 R and  2 L2(R) be a window function satisfying




















ddb = C ;hf; gi
for all f; g 2 L2(R). In addition, for f 2 L2(R),
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for all g 2 L2(R), where  b; 





















Proof. By using the same substitution  =  
a
+ C as in Theorem 2.5.1, we see











this derived substitution in the statement of Theorem 2.5.1, we obtain the result
readily. We also note here that since we are using the same relation between 
and a, the admissibility condition stays the same.
Let us now illustrate how, given ;C 2 R, we can choose a suitable  2 L2(R)
which satises (2.15) and thus be used in Theorem 2.5.1 and Corollary 2.5.2.




jy   1j dy =
Z 1
 1
j b 0(y   1)j2






by a change of variables. Other values of  can also be chosen and b be dened
accordingly.
2.5.2 Semi-Discrete Transforms
In this section, instead of just discretizing a as in Section 2.2, we discretize both
a and . More specically, similar to the relation  =  
a
+ C in the previous
section, we take j =   a j +C for some ;C 2 R, and investigate the properties
of the time-frequency-scale transform with such a choice of j.
Denition 2.5.3. A function  2 L2(R) is called an a-adic wavelet with respect
to j =   a j + C, where a  1, ;C 2 R, if it is a window function and there
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 b  a j (!   j)2 = 1X
j= 1
j b (a j(!   C) + )j2  B a:e: (2.18)
Note that (2.18) is a more powerful version of (1.7). By taking  = C = 0 in
(2.18), we have the usual stability condition for a-adic wavelets. In other words,
the usual a-adic wavelets are a-adic wavelets with respect to j = 0.
Proposition 2.5.4. Let  2 L2(R) be a window function that satises the stability
condition (2.18). Then  satises








jy + j dy  B ln a: (2.19)





jy   jdy = 2A ln a:
Proof. We rst note that by integrating over [1 + C; a+ C] and substituting y =
a j (!   C) + , we obtain the following relationship:
Z a+C
1+C
j b (a j(!   C) + )j2















j b (a j(!   C) + )j2





With the above fact, we then see that










(y   )dy  B ln a:
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For the other case, we instead integrate over [ a + C; 1 + C] and let  y =
a j (!   C) +  to obtain the following relationship:
Z  1+C
 a+C
j b (a j(!   C) + )j2
















j b (a j(!   C) + )j2


















dy  B ln a:








jy + j dy = A ln a:




























0 = 2A ln a:
When  = C = 0, (2.19) in Proposition 2.5.4 is exactly the well-known neces-
sary condition (see, for instance, [5] and [8]) for usual a-adic wavelets.
The stability condition (2.18) is essential in the recovery of the signal function
f 2 L2(R) from its time-frequency-scale transform values (V f)(b; a j;  a j +C).
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Once again, we expect that a dual wavelet comes into play, combining forces with
the original a-adic wavelet to give an elegant solution of reconstruction.
Theorem 2.5.5. For any a-adic wavelet  2 L2(R) with respect to j =   a j +C,
where a  1, ;C 2 R, by dening the function   2 L2(R), via its Fourier
transform, as c (!) := b (!)P1
k= 1 j b (a k! + (1  a k))j2 ; (2.20)














where (V  j f)(b; j) is dened by (2.9).
Proof. We rst dene '(t) := e it (t) and '(t) := e it (t), and thus b'(!) =b (! + ) and c'(!) = c (! + ). By (2.20), we have that
c'(!) = b (! + )P1
k= 1 j b (a k(! + ) + (1  a k))j2 = b'(!)P1k= 1 j b (a k! + )j2 :
Since b'(a k!) = b (a k! + ),
c'(!) = b'(!)P1
k= 1 jb'(a k!)j2 : (2.21)
We have already shown in (2.16) that
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= eiCxf(x)e iCx = f(x)
where the last step is justied by Theorem 1.2.8.
Denition 2.5.6. A function e 2 L2(R) is called an a-adic dual of an a-adic
wavelet  2 L2(R) with respect to j =   a j +C, where a  1, ;C 2 R, if every






(V  j f)(b; j)












2 (V f)(b; a
 j; j)





We see that by taking e =   as dened in (2.20),   is a possible candidate
as a dual of  .
In the proof of Theorem 2.5.5, we considered the function '(t) = e it (t).
The derivation suggests a relationship between the stability condition (2.18) on  
in terms of a similar condition on ', which we now make precise.
Lemma 2.5.7. For  2 L2(R), dene '(t) := e it (t) where  2 R. Then  is
an a-adic wavelet with respect to j =   a j +C, where a  1, C 2 R, if and only




j b (a j(!   C) + )j2  B a:e: (2.24)
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jb'(a j!)j2  B a:e: (2.25)




jb'(a j(!   C))j2  B a:e:;
which is in turn equivalent to (2.25) since C is just a constant. In addition, the
frame bounds A and B remain the same.
Theorem 2.5.8. Let  2 L2(R) be an a-adic wavelet with respect to j =   a j +
C, where a  1, ;C 2 R. Then the a-adic dual  , whose Fourier transform is






jc (a j(!   C) + )j2  1
A
a:e:
Proof. By Lemma 2.5.7 and Theorem 1.2.9, since ' is an a-adic wavelet, ' as




. This in turn
means that  (t) := eit'(t) is an a-adic wavelet with respect to j =   a j +C,
with the same bounds.
In the above we have identied restrictions on both how aj and j should co-
exist. It would be unrealistic to randomly select two sequences and hope that
they work. To end o this section, we investigate a more general way of checking
whether a wavelet is an a-adic dual of another a-adic wavelet.
Theorem 2.5.9. Let  2 L2(R) be an a-adic wavelet with respect to j =   a j +









jbe (a j(!   C) + )j2 <1:
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Then e is an a-adic dual of  with respect to j =   a j + C if and only if the
following identity is satised:
1X
j= 1
b (a j(!   C) + )be (a j(!   C) + ) = 1 a:e:















By Theorem 1.2.11, we know that e' is an a-adic dual if and only if
1X
j= 1
b'(a j!)be'(a j!) = 1 a:e:
This is the same as saying that
1X
j= 1
b'(a j(!   C))be'(a j(!   C)) = 1 a:e:
and thus 1X
j= 1




Our aim in this chapter is to come up with an ecient and new way to construct
frames for the ease of implementing time-frequency-scale analysis. To this end,
we try to combine the concept of modulation with frames to make full use of the
potential of the modulated wavelets. In addition, we also prepare the necessary
information required for the construction of real-valued and symmetric frames
presented in the last section.
3.1 Construction of Nonstationary Frames
We now present a theorem which is the foundation of the construction of the
frames in this chapter. Careful usage of this theorem will also provide the link
between Gabor and wavelet frames in the nonstationary setting, as we will see in
Sections 3.2 and 3.3.










c j(a j!)c j a j!   2kb
 <1: (3.1)
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Then fa j2 j(aj  kb)gj;k2Z is a Bessel sequence with bound B, and for all functions






















bf(!) bf !   2ajk
b






















then fa j2 j(aj   kb)gj;k2Z is a frame for L2(R) with bounds A and B.
Proof. Consider f 2 L2(R) for which bf is continuous and compactly supported.




bf !   2ajk
b
c j a j!   2k
b

; ! 2 R:



























bf ! + 2aj
b
(1  k)





By a change of variables, the above becomes
1X
`= 1
bf !   2aj`
b
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bf !   2ajk
b



















Since bf is continuous and has compact support, we have that
1X
k= 1
 bf !   2ajkb
2 M; ! 2 R;
























jc j(!0)j2d!0 = ajM Z 1
 1
jc j(!0)j2d!0 = ajMkc jk22 <1
since c j 2 L2(R). Thus, Fj 2 L2 0; 2ajb .





























 bf (!0)c j (a j!0) d!0 = Z 1
 1




 bf(!)2 d! 12 Z 1
 1
c j  a j!2 d! 12 <1;
where the last step is justied by the Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality. This shows that































 j!mbc ja  j2  a j! :































Z 1 1 bf(!)eia j!mbc j (a j!) d!
2 : (3.4)




By partitioning R into disjoint intervals and carrying out the substitution !0 =
!   2ajk
b





























 jmb!0 bf !0 + 2ajk
b
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where in the last step we used Fubini's Theorem to interchange the summation

























, we then see that
1X
m= 1



















































bf !   2ajk
b















bf !   2aj`
b





bf !   2ajk
b














bf !   2aj`
b





bf !   2ajk
b
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Now, concentrating on the summation over ` in (3.8) and utilizing the substi-
tution !0 = !   2aj`
b









































bf (!)c j (a j!) 1X
k= 1
bf !   2ajk
b




where the last step is justied by the 2a
j
b
-periodicity of Fj. We then separate this















bf (!)c j (a j!) bf !   2ajk
b






which is exactly (3.2).




Df; a j2 j(aj   kb)E2. Instead, we consider upper and lower































j bf (!)c j  a j! j2d! + 1
2b
R
































 bf !   2ajk
b


















 bf !   2ajkb

























 bf !   2ajkb







where we apply the Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality rst on the integral and then on
the sum over k.
Next, we shall show that the two factors in the sum over j in (3.9) are identical.
Fixing j 2 Z and letting !0 = !   2ajk
b
, we see that the second factor in (3.9) is






























 bf (!0)2 c j a j!0 + 2kb
















which is exactly the rst factor in (3.9), where the last step is obtained by replacing




















 bf !   2ajkb














 bf (!)2 c j  a j!c j a j!   2kb
 d!:
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 bf (!)2 1X
j= 1





















 bf (!)2 c j(a j!)c j a j!   2kb
 d!: (3.10)
















 bf (!)2 d!
 1
2
Bk bfk22 = Bkfk22;
where B is given by (3.1) and Parseval's Identity is applied in the last step.
This resulting inequality holds for all f 2 L2(R) such that bf is continuous and
compactly supported. Since the collection of all such f is dense in L2(R), by a
standard argument (see, for instance, [3]), the inequality can be extended to all
f 2 L2(R). Thus, fa j2 j(aj   kb)gj;k2Z is a Bessel sequence with bound B.
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bf (!)c j (a j!) bf !   2ajk
b





































j bf (!) j2 1X
j= 1



















j bf(!)j2d! = 1
2
Ak bfk22 = Akfk22:
This lower bound of the resulting inequality holds for all f 2 L2(R) such that bf
is continuous and compactly supported. Again, by a standard density argument
(see, for instance, [3]), this bound holds for all f 2 L2(R). Thus, in conclusion,






Df; a j2 j(aj   kb)E2  Bkfk22; f 2 L2(R);
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that is, fa j2 j(aj   kb)gj;k2Z is a frame for L2(R) with bounds A and B.
In Theorem 3.1.1, if we take a > 1 and  j =  2 L2(R) for all j 2 Z, then the
theorem reduces to exactly the result on stationary wavelet frames in [3]. This is
expected because we adapted the proof of the latter to establish Theorem 3.1.1
which generalizes the latter.
Theorem 3.1.1 provides a general result on sucient conditions of nonstation-
ary frames for L2(R). It can be used in the construction of nonstationary Gabor
frames, wavelet frames and time-frequency-scale frames, which we will do in the
subsequent sections. Let us now describe the main strategy behind the steps
in these constructions. Theorem 3.1.1 requires us to choose a suitable family of

























c j(a j!)c j a j!   2kb

1CA > 0;
which will return fa j2 j(aj   kb)gj;k2Z as a frame for L2(R) with bounds A and
B.
The key observation is as follows. Suppose that suppc j  [; ] for all j 2 Z,
where  < . If b is taken to be small enough, in particular, if b < 2
  , then for
k 2 Z n f0g,




modulo a set of measure zero. This is because if ! 2 suppc j(a j), aj  !  aj;
and if ! 2 suppc j  a j   2kb , aj   + 2kb   !  aj   + 2kb . By considering
k > 0 and k < 0 separately, we see that b < 2
  ensures that (3.11) holds.
As a result, in checking the conditions on B and A, we only need to scrutinize




since k 6= 0 in both expressions do not contribute to any cross terms. The problem
therefore reduces to nding upper and lower bounds of this function, which is more
tractable.
3.2 Nonstationary Gabor Frames
We take the dilation factor a to be 1 and introduce modulation terms via
appropriate choices of c j, j 2 Z, in Theorem 3.1.1.
Theorem 3.2.1. For I := [; ] where  < , consider functions c'j 2 L2(R),
j 2 Z, whose supports are I and satisfy
C  jc'j(!)j2  D; ! 2 I; j 2 Z (3.12)
for some C;D > 0. Let fjgj2Z be a strictly increasing sequence with
lim
j! 1
j =  1 and lim
j!1
j =1: (3.13)
Suppose that 0 < b < 2jIj =
2
  . Further, assume that there exists an L  1 such
that
j+L   j < jIj =     < j+L+1   j; j 2 Z: (3.14)
Then fEjTkb'jgj;k2Z forms a frame for L2(R).
Proof. In this proof, we take  j(t) = e
ijt'j(t) for all j 2 Z in our application of
Theorem 3.1.1. As a result, we have c j(!) = c'j(!   j). Before we check the
upper and lower bounds of the function
P
j2Z jc j(!)j2, we make some fundamental
observations. Since the support ofc'j is [; ],c j(!) 6= 0 if and only if   ! j 
, that is to say +j  !  +j. We now denote Sj := [; ]+j, the support
of c j.
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We claim that for every j 2 Z, Sj \ Sj+N 6= ; for 1  N  L. This can
happen if and only if  + j > + j+N . Since fjgj2Z is an increasing sequence,
j+N  j+L. Thus, we just have to check  + j >  + j+L, which tallies with
our assumption in (3.14).
Next, we see that Sj \ Sj+L+M = ; for M  1. This can happen if and only if
 + j <  + j+L+M . Since fjgj2Z is an increasing sequence, j+L+1  j+L+M .
Thus, we just have to check  + j < + j+L+1, which contributes to the second
half of our assumption (3.14).
We now check the bounds of the function
P
j2Z jc j(!)j2. Fix ! 2 R. With the
properties of Sj on hand, (3.13) ensures that they span the entire real line. Let j!
be the smallest integer such that ! 2 Sj! . Since Sj! \ Sj!+L+M = ; for M  1, !






jc'j(!   j)j2 = j!+LX
j=j!
jc'j(!   j)j2  (L+ 1)D2
by (3.12), since ! 2 Sj if and only if !  j 2 I. If ! lies in less than (L+1) Sj's,
then the estimate will be smaller, and therefore still be bounded by (L + 1)D2.
On the other hand, (3.12) implies that
X
j2Z
jc j(!)j2  jc j!(!)j2 = jc'j!(!   j!)j2  C2;
since ! 2 Sj! is equivalent to ! j! 2 I. Thus, by Theorem 3.1.1, fEjTkb'jgj;k2Z
forms a frame for L2(R).
One may ask whether we can come up with a family of functions 'j 2 L2(R),
j 2 Z, which satises the conditions as stated in Theorem 3.2.1. Over here, we
present an explicit formula of such a family. Given  = 0 and  = 1, for each
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; 0  !  1;
0; otherwise.
It is easily seen that jc'j(!)j2 is bounded above and below by 4 and 1 respectively
on [0; 1].
The next question to ask is whether we are able to generate a suitable sequence
fjgj2Z that will satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 3.2.1. We dene fjgj2Z
recursively by








We set a xed value for 0 to generate the values j for j   1 and j  1. In
addition, we are able to fulll the inequalities in (3.14). Indeed, we see that
j+L   j = L and j+L+1   j = (L+ 1):
By (3.15), this then means that
j+L   j <     and j+L+1   j >    ;
which is exactly what we need.
In Theorem 3.2.1, c'j need not be continuous. In fact, due to (3.12), c'j cannot
be continuous. Now, we consider c'j(!) = b (!) for all j with b continuous.
Theorem 3.2.2. For I := [; ] where  < 0 and  > 0, consider a continuous
function b 2 L2(R) which has support in I and is strictly positive in the interior
of I. Let fjgj2Z be a strictly increasing sequence which satises
inf
j2Z
(j+1   j)  c for some c > 0 (3.16)




(j+1   j)  s for some s < : (3.17)
Suppose that 0 < b < 2jIj =
2
  . Then fEjTkb gj;k2Z forms a frame for L2(R).
Proof. We take  j(t) := e
ijt (t), j 2 Z, in our application of Theorem 3.1.1.
First we check that the function
P
j2Z jc j(!)j2 is bounded above. By assumption,
since jIj < 2
b
, b has support in an interval I of length less than 2
b









values of j 2 Z, which is independent of ! 2 R. Since b is continuous and nonzero
in only an interval, we have that k b k21 <1. As a result,
X
j2Z





k b k21 <1:
Next we show that (3.16) implies (3.13). To this end, for j  1, using (3.16),






(0 + jc) =1:
Similarly, for j   1,






(0   jjjc) =  1:
We now check the lower bound of
P
j2Z jc j(!)j2. Consider the interval J :=
[0; s], where s is as in (3.17). Then J  I. Fix ! 2 R. By (3.13), f[j; j+1) :
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j 2 Zg forms a partition of R. So there exists j! 2 Z such that ! 2 [j! ; j!+1).
Observe that
0  !   j! < j!+1   j!  sup
j2Z
(j+1   j)  s < ;
so !   j! 2 [0; j!+1   j!)  [0; s]  J  I. Therefore,
X
j2Z
jc j(!)j2  j b (!   j!)j2  inf
y2J
j b (y)j2;
which is bounded below by a positive constant since b is strictly positive in the
interior of I and hence in J .
There are many functions b that we can use in Theorem 3.2.2. For example,
we can let b be a B-spline supported on the interval [; ], or any C1 function
which has support in [; ].
We note that we can easily design a sequence fjgj2Z which satises the as-
sumptions in Theorem 3.2.2. Taking j+1 := j + j where 0 < c  j  s < 
for j 2 Z, we see that infj2Z(j+1   j) = infj2Z j  c and supj2Z(j+1   j) =
supj2Z j  s.
In Gabor analysis, there is a result (see [3]) of the similar form as Theorem
3.1.1 on sucient conditions for stationary Gabor frames. Now we shall obtain
this result through the generalization provided by Theorem 3.1.1.










 b (!   j) b !   j   2kb
 <1:













 b (!   j) b !   j   2kb

1CA > 0;
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then fEkbTj b gj;k2Z forms a frame for L2(R) with bounds A and B.
Proof. We start o by taking a = 1 in Theorem 3.1.1. Then, we dene the family
 j(t) = e
ijt (t) where  > 0 and j 2 Z. As a result,c j(!) = b (! j). Workings
then show that






























































 b (!   j) b !   j   2kb

1CA :
By Theorem 3.1.1, fEjTkb gj;k2Z forms a Bessel sequence with bound B, and if
A > 0, a frame in L2(R) with bounds A and B. Applying Proposition 1.3.6, the
corresponding result holds for the collection fEkbTj b gj;k2Z.
By choosing b = g in Corollary 3.2.3, we obtain the following theorem on
stationary Gabor frames in [3].
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g(!   j)g!   j   2kb
 <1:














g(!   j)g!   j   2kb

1CA > 0;
then fEkbTjggj;k2Z forms a frame for L2(R) with bounds A and B.
Sucient conditions for fEkbTjggj;k2Z to form a frame for L2(R) have been
studied since 1988, and one of the pioneers in this eld is Daubechies (see [7]).
3.3 Nonstationary Wavelet Frames
Now we look at the cases where a > 1. The main dierence in this section is
that a is no longer 1 and the dilation term appears in the family of frames we are
constructing.
Theorem 3.3.1. For I := [ ; ] [ [; ] where 0 <  < , consider functionsc'j 2 L2(R), j 2 Z, whose supports are I and satisfy
C  jc'j(!)j2  D; ! 2 I; j 2 Z; (3.18)
for some C;D > 0. Suppose that 0 < b < 2jIj =


. Assume that there exists an











Then fa j2'j(aj   kb)gj;k2Z forms a frame for L2(R).
Proof. To establish the result, we will apply Theorem 3.1.1. For j 2 Z, since the
support of c'j is [ ; ] [ [; ], c'j(a j!) 6= 0 if and only if   a j!   or
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   a j!   , i.e. aj  !  aj or  aj  !   aj. We now denote
Sj := a
j ([ ; ] [ [; ]), which represents the support of c'j(a j). Since I has
a positive and negative part, we separate Sj into its positive and negative parts
given respectively by S+j := a
j[; ] and S j := a
j[ ; ]. Let us rst look at
the positive parts S+j , j 2 Z.
We claim that for any j 2 Z, S+j \ S+j+N 6= ; for 1  N  L. This can only




















, which tallies with our assumption (3.19).
Next, we see that S+j \ S+j+L+M = ; for M  1. This can happen if and




















which tallies with the second half of our assumption (3.19).
For the negative parts S j , similar arguments show that for every j 2 Z,
S j \ S j+N 6= ; for 1  N  L. This is possible if and only if  aj <  aj+N




in (3.19). In addition, S j \S j+L+M = ; for M  1.











a j ([ ; ] [ [; ]) = R+ [ R ;
the above properties of Sj, j 2 Z, show that every nonzero ! 2 R lies in at most





jc'j(a j!)j2  (L+ 1)D2
by (3.18). If ! lies in less than (L+1) Sj's, then the estimate will be smaller, and
therefore still be bounded by (L+1)D2. Since ! 2 Sj! , it also follows from (3.18)
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that X
j2Z
jc'j(a j!)j2  jc j!(a j!!)j2  C2:
Thus, by Theorem 3.1.1, fa j2'j(aj   kb)gj;k2Z forms a frame for L2(R).
Once again, we can construct an example similar in idea to the one shown after
the proof of Theorem 3.2.1. This time, however, we note that I = [ ; ][[; ].




; 1  j!j  2;
0; otherwise.
It can then be shown that jc'j(!)j2 is bounded above and below by 1 + 1e and 1
respectively on [ 2; 1] [ [1; 2].
Like in Theorem 3.2.1, (3.18) does not allow c'j to be continuous. We now
consider what happens if we take c'j(!) = b (!), j 2 Z, and assume b to be
continuous.
Theorem 3.3.2. For I := [ ; ] [ [; ] where 0 <  < , consider a con-
tinuous function b 2 L2(R) which has support in I and is strictly positive in the
interior of I. Suppose that 0 < b < 2jIj =














Then fa j2 (aj   kb)gj;k2Z forms a frame for L2(R).
Proof. In this proof, we take  j(t) =  (t), j 2 Z, in our application of Theorem
3.1.1. As b is strictly positive only on ( ; )[ (; ), b (a j!) 6= 0 if and only
if aj < ! < aj or  aj < ! <  aj.
For j 2 Z, we denote Sj := aj(( ; ) [ (; )). By the proof of Theorem
3.3.1, every ! lies in at most (L + 1) S 0js. In addition, since b is continuous on
R and has support in I, b is bounded and let D be the bound. Again from the
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proof of Theorem 3.3.1, for every ! 2 R n f0g,
X
j2Z
j (a j!)j2  (L+ 1)B2 <1:
We now check the lower bound for ! > 0. First choose  such that









and dene cj := a
j( + ) and dj := a
j(   ) for j 2 Z. Note that    a > 0






. With this choice of , we can ensure that the intervals
(cj; dj) make sense and that limj! 1 cj = 0 and limj!1 dj = 1. In addition,
there will not be any holes in between the intervals on (0;1), since  <  a
a+1
ensures that cj+1 < dj for every j 2 Z.
Fixing ! > 0, there exists j! 2 Z such that
! 2 (cj! ; dj!) =
 
aj!( + ); aj!(   ) :
This in turn means that
a j!! 2 ( + ;    )  [; ]:
So, we have the conclusion that
X
j2Z
j b (a j!)j2  j b  a j!! j2  inf
y2[+; ]
j b (y)j2 > 0
since b is strictly positive in the interior of [; ].
A similar argument establishes the lower bound for ! < 0, and this completes
the proof.
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3.4 Nonstationary Time-Frequency-Scale Frames
In Section 3.2, we considered Gabor frames, which are frames with time and
frequency parameters. In Section 3.3, we looked at wavelet frames, which contain
both time and scale parameters. Here, the construction of a more general type
of nonstationary frames is discussed, which uses not two, but three parameters,
namely the time, frequency and scale parameters.
Our goal in this section is to construct nonstationary wavelet frames with
various desirable properties. In particular, we want the frame elements to be real-
valued, symmetric and smooth, and that their Fourier transforms are compactly
supported and continuous.
Such a formulation leads to the utilization of functions based on the time-
frequency-scale parameters dened as in (1.14). Functions of the form (1.13) are
not used here as a similar modication will not result in real-valued frame elements
with symmetry.
Theorem 3.4.1. Let a > 1. Consider a bounded continuous function b' 2 L2(R)
whose support is the interval [; ] with 0 < a < , and is strictly positive in
the interior of the interval. Dene a sequence of nonnegative numbers fjgj2Z for
which there exist K > 0, 0 <  < 1 and L 2 N such that for all j 2 Z,
0  j  K; (3.20)
aj+1   j <  (   a) ; (3.21)
aL+Mj+L+M   j >    aL+M; M  1: (3.22)
In addition, assume that 0 < b < 
+K
. Dene
 j(t) := e
ijt'(t) + e ijt'( t); t 2 R:
Then fa j2 j(aj   kb)gj;k2Z forms a frame for L2(R).
Proof. Note that for every j 2 Z, we have chosen  j(t) := eijt'(t) + e ijt'( t),
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where supp b' = [; ]. Observe that









= b'(!   j) + b'( !   j):
Our rst aim is to nd the support of c j, j 2 Z. Fixing j 2 Z, since supp b' =
[; ], c j(!) 6= 0 if and only if   !   j   or    !   j  , which means
that   !   +K or  (  K)  !    by (3.20). Thus, suppc j  (   




we are only interested in the function
P
j2Z jc j(a j!)j2.
Continuing the proof, we also see that
c j(a j!) = b'(a j!   j) + b'( a j!   j):
From the fact that supp b' = [; ], we see that c j(a j!) 6= 0 if and only if
  a j!   j   or    a j!   j  . This in turn works out to be
aj( + j)  !  aj( + j) or aj(    j)  !  aj(    j). We then dene
S+j := [a
j( + j); a
j( + j)] and S
 
j := [a
j(    j); aj(   j)]. It is easy
to verify that these two classes of support will never intersect each other in the
frequency line.
In this proof, we will only be concentrating on the case where ! > 0, since
arguments for the negative frequency case can be reconstructed fully from the
arguments for the positive frequency case. Thus we shall look closely at the
overlaps of the supports S+j . Observe that (3.22) means that for each j 2 Z,
there are at most L overlaps of such sets S+j from its right. For this to occur,
it suces to have aj+L+M( + j+L+M) > a
j( + j) for all M  1, which is
aL+Mj+L+M  j >  aL+M for all M  1. This is what we assumed in (3.22).
Fix ! > 0. Then the above implies that ! lies in at most L+ 1 sets of Sj. We
let these sets be Sj! ; Sj!+1; Sj!+2; : : : ; Sj!+L. Recall that we are interested in




jc j(a j!)j2 = X
j2Z










B2 = (L+ 1)B2 <1
for some B > 0 since b' is a bounded function. If ! lies in less than (L + 1) Sj's,
then the bound will be smaller than or equal to (L+ 1)B2.
We now inspect the lower bound of the function
P
j2Z jc j(a j!)j2, ! > 0. We








By (3.21), we have aj+1   j < (   a), and so
 a aj+1+j = (1 )( a)+( a)  (aj+1 j) > (1 )( a):
This implies that  as dened in (3.23) is at least (1 )( a)
a+1
, which is positive
because  > a.
Now, choose  > 0 such that







Using this choice of , we then let cj := a
j( + j + ) and dj := a
j( + j   ).
For the set (cj; dj) to make sense, we need cj < dj. In other words, we need
aj( + j + ) < a




























Next, we show that there are no holes in the intervals (cj; dj), j 2 Z. For this to
happen, for all j 2 Z, cj+1 < dj. As a result, we need to ensure that the inequality
aj+1( + j+1 + ) < a
j( + j   ) and thus
 <
   a  aj+1 + j
a+ 1
holds for all j 2 Z, which is precisely how we have chosen our . ConsequentlyS
j2Z(cj; dj) = (0;1).
Fixing ! > 0, there exists j! 2 Z such that ! lies in the interval (cj! ; dj!) =
(aj!(+ j! + ); a
j!( + j!   )). This in turn means that
a j!!   j! 2 ( + ;    )  [; ]:
So, we have the conclusion that
X
j2Z
j b (a j!)j2  jb'  a j!!   j! j2  inf
y2[+; ]
jb'(y)j2 > 0
since b' is continuous and strictly positive on the interval (; ).
What Theorem 3.4.1 tells us is that if we have a sequence of nonnegative num-
bers fjgj2Z which satises the equations (3.20) to (3.22), and all the assumptions
stated in the theorem are fullled, then we are able to construct frames of the
form as prescribed. So, given such a sequence, all we need to do is to check the
conditions (3.20) to (3.22) to come to a suitable conclusion.
With that in mind, we now show some examples where we dene specic
sequences of fjgj2Z.
Proposition 3.4.2. Let a > 1 and 0 < a <  < aL+1 for some L 2 N. Suppose
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that fjgj2Z is a constant sequence given by
j := c; j 2 Z;
where
0  c  F (1)
with 0 <  < 1 and
F (x) :=
   ax
ax   1 ; x 2 R:
Then the conditions (3.20) to (3.22) in Theorem 3.4.1 are satised.
Proof. We see that (3.20) is automatically satised due to the structure of the
sequence fjgj2Z. Next, we look at (3.21). Substituting the fact that j = j+1 =
c, what we need is ac  c < (   a), which is c < ( a)
a 1 = F (1). Thus (3.21)
is satised for all j 2 Z.
Now we consider (3.22). For j 2 N and M  1, j = j+L+M = c and (3.22)
becomes aL+Mc   c >    aL+M. This gives c >  aL+M
aL+M 1 = F (L +M) for all
M  1. By the strictly decreasing property of F , it suces to check c > F (L+1).
Since  < aL+1, we see that F (L + 1) < 0. As c  0, we then conclude that
(3.22) holds for all j 2 Z.
Remark 3.4.3. Observe that taking j as a constant gives wavelet frames which
are similar in structure to those we saw in Section 3.3. Taking this constant to
be 0, we have  (t) := '(t) + '( t), and fa j2 (aj   kb)gj;k2Z forms a frame for
L2(R).
So far, we have seen only constant sequences. But what happens when we
consider mixed sequences where the negative indexed terms are 0 and the nonneg-
ative indexed terms take some positive value? There is a \transition" state that
we need to take care of when we are considering the equations (3.21) and (3.22).
We decompose (3.21) into three parts, namely when j  0, j   2 and j =  1.
In the rst case, since the indices j+1 and j are all nonnegative, we just substitute
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in the explicit formula and check whether (3.21) is fullled. For the second case,
both the indices have become negative and thus j+1 = j = 0. In this case,
(3.21) always holds as a < . For the last case of j =  1, (3.21) becomes




will ensure (3.21) for j =  1.
We now inspect (3.22). Similar to checking (3.21), we partition the index j
into three parts, namely when j  0,  L  1  j   1 and j   L  2. For the
rst case, both the indices j +L+M and j are nonnegative, so we can substitute
the explicit formula of j and check the inequality. In the second case, we x
j =  P for 1  P  L+ 1 and check the inequality
aL+ML+M P >    aL+M (3.24)
for M  1, given that  P = 0. Suppose that we assume  < aL+1 in the
application of Theorem 3.4.1. Since    aL+M     aL+1 < 0 for all M  1
and L+M P > 0, we combine them to obtain




which is exactly (3.24). Lastly, we consider the third case. Fixing j =  P for
P  L+ 2, (3.22) is the same as
0 >    aL+M; 1 M  P   (L+ 1); (3.25)
aL+MM (P L) >    aL+M; M  P   L; (3.26)
again due to j = 0 for j < 0. Since  < a
L+1,  < aL+M for M  1. Observe
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that as M   (P   L)  0 for all M  P   L, we have M (P L) > 0. Hence,




which means that both (3.25) and (3.26) are fullled. In short, we have shown
that for (3.22), both the cases when  L 1  j   1 and j   L 2 are satised
with the assumption  < aL+1.
In the next two propositions, we identify two nonconstant sequences of fjgj2Z
that satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3.1.1.
Proposition 3.4.4. Let a > 1 and 0 < a <  < aL+1 for some L 2 N. Dene
the sequence fjgj2Z by
j :=
8<: Caj ; j  0;0; j < 0;
with






and 0 <  < 1. Then the conditions (3.20) to (3.22) in Theorem 3.4.1 are satised.
Proof. By the derivation of fjgj2Z, (3.20) clearly holds. From our preceding
discussion, recall that we have three cases to consider for (3.21) and (3.22). When
j  0, we see that







= 0 <  (   a) :
When j   2, (3.21) is immediately satised. To check the third case of j =  1,
it is enough to ensure that




which we have already assumed. Thus, (3.21) is satised.
We have already shown that under the assumption  < aL+1, the second and
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third cases of (3.22) are satised automatically. It remains to establish the case
where j  0, which is







= 0 >    aL+M:
Since we have assumed that  < aL+1  aL+M, this is also satised. Hence the
proof is complete.
Proposition 3.4.5. Let a > 1 and 0 < a <  < aL+1 for some L 2 N. Dene
the sequence fjgj2Z by
j+1 :=
8<: 1aj + ; j  0;0; j < 0;
with




















where F (x) :=  a
x
ax 1 . Then the conditions (3.20) to (3.22) in Theorem 3.4.1 are
satised.
Proof. We claim that for j  0, if j < aa 1, then j+1 < aa 1 with our construc-
















a 1, this shows that j is bounded above by
a
a 1 for j  0. Observe
that fjgj0 is a strictly increasing sequence. This is because
j+1   j = 1
a
j +    j =  a  1
a






+  = 0:
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We rst look at (3.21). For the rst case of j  0, we see that





= (   a):
For the second case, when j   2, we see that aj+1   j = 0 <    a from the









Since fjgj0 is a strictly increasing sequence, to verify (3.22), it suces to
check the inequality
aL+1j+L+1   j >    aL+1:
We have already shown in the discussion before Proposition 3.4.4 that with the
assumption  < aL+1, we only have to consider what happens when j  0.
Indeed,












 > 0 >    aL+1:
Hence (3.22) holds for all j 2 Z.
We have provided several examples of time-frequency-scale frames through ap-
plications of Theorem 3.4.1. The frame elements constructed in all these examples
possess certain desirable properties such as being real-valued and symmetric. The-
orem 3.4.1 provides one approach of constructing time-frequency-scale frames. It
would be interesting to explore other methods of designing frames that incorporate
time, frequency and scale information.
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